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For Toby Battersby, polyglot and all-round marvel. For Toby Battersby, polyglot and all-round marvel. 

For Lexie Donkin, historian of the future.For Lexie Donkin, historian of the future.

For my mom and dad, who handed me my first road atlas on one  For my mom and dad, who handed me my first road atlas on one  
of our many family road trips, spurring my fascination with maps,  of our many family road trips, spurring my fascination with maps,  

and for Erik, my favorite person with whom to explore the world.and for Erik, my favorite person with whom to explore the world.
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ities are full of possibilities. They are where big ideas 
are born, because they welcome people from far and 

wide, bringing them together to live and work, and to swap 
skills, inventions and thoughts. We’ve been living in cities 
for thousands of years, and now more and more of us are 
choosing city life.

Together, the 25 cities in this book tell the history of human 
life. The first city we'll visit is Jericho in the Middle East, 
home to around 2,000 people over 10,000 years ago, when 
hardly any cities existed. The last is modern-day Tokyo 
in Japan, which has the highest population of any city on 
Earth today – more than 38 million people. Today, cities 
are home to more than half of all the people in the world.

All the cities we’ll visit have fascinating stories to tell –  
of wars and revolutions, the rise and fall of powerful 
empires, and the movement of people all over the globe. 
Each of these cities is exciting and unique. Turn the pages 
and you’ll be transported to Athens in ancient Greece, 
where the first democracy was born, Beijing at the time 
of the mighty Ming dynasty and Paris during the French 
Revolution, when rebellion brewed in its crowded slums. 
You’ll find out what daily life was like for people in all of 
these very different places and times. 

Some of these cities are thriving, bustling places today – 
many of the buildings from 2,000 years ago still stand in 
the modern city of Rome. 

We’ll also look at what cities of the future might be like – 
perhaps they’ll be built to encourage wildlife, using sustainable 
energy, with buildings alive with lush, green plants.

Get ready for a fantastic journey. Prepare to walk the streets 
of 25 amazing cities, on a voyage through human history, 
travelling across the centuries and around the world.

A mountain city full of palaces 
and temples, laid out in the 

shape of a puma.

A city of islands linked 
by bridges, with canals 

instead of streets.

A forbidden city, which no 
ordinary person could enter 

on pain of death.

A city deep in the 
rainforest, glittering with 
beautiful brass carvings.

Others are in ruins, like Cuzco, the Inca capital city, or 
lost beneath desert sands, like Memphis in Egypt. Some 
are hidden within modern cities that have grown up on 
their ruins – the temples and pyramids of Tenochtitlán 
are hidden beneath modern Mexico City, and the beautiful 
palaces of China’s first capital, Xianyang, have been 
destroyed. But you can step back in time and visit them 
in this book.
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Jericho, one of the oldest cities on Earth, lies in the Middle Jericho, one of the oldest cities on Earth, lies in the Middle 
East. Before the first towns or cities, people travelled about and East. Before the first towns or cities, people travelled about and 

lived in small communities, hunting animals and gathering lived in small communities, hunting animals and gathering 
plants to eat. As people gradually learned to grow crops, plants to eat. As people gradually learned to grow crops, 

farm animals and store their food, communities began to live farm animals and store their food, communities began to live 
together in one place, eventually forming towns and cities.together in one place, eventually forming towns and cities.

Jericho lies in the valley Jericho lies in the valley 
of the River Jordan. of the River Jordan. 

At almost 260 metres At almost 260 metres 
below sea level, it’s the below sea level, it’s the 

lowest city in the world.lowest city in the world.

These natural water springs in These natural water springs in 
and near the city meant that even and near the city meant that even 
though the surrounding land was though the surrounding land was 

very dry, the people of Jericho always very dry, the people of Jericho always 
had access to clean water for their had access to clean water for their 

families and herds of animals.families and herds of animals.

The first houses in Jericho were built The first houses in Jericho were built 
in about 10,000 BCE and were round in about 10,000 BCE and were round 

and made of sun-dried clay and and made of sun-dried clay and 
straw. About 1,500 years later, houses straw. About 1,500 years later, houses 

were rectangular and built of mud were rectangular and built of mud 
bricks, with stone foundations.bricks, with stone foundations.

Rooms were arranged around Rooms were arranged around 
courtyards where people courtyards where people 
made fires for cooking.made fires for cooking.

Walls around the city kept 
invaders out. The walls were 

rebuilt many times but the first 
ones, built in around 9000 BCE, 

are among the earliest city 
walls known in history. 

This tower might This tower might 
have been used have been used 

as a lookout point. as a lookout point. 
It was at least two It was at least two 

storeys high and had storeys high and had 
22 stone steps inside 22 stone steps inside 

it. It’s the oldest it. It’s the oldest 
known staircase  known staircase  

in the world.in the world.

Rich soil and a good Rich soil and a good 
supply of water meant supply of water meant 

people could grow people could grow 
crops like lentils, crops like lentils, 
wheat and barley. wheat and barley. 

Being close to the salty Dead Sea Being close to the salty Dead Sea 
meant that the people of Jericho meant that the people of Jericho 
could trade salt for other goods.could trade salt for other goods.
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People have lived in Jericho for 12,000 years or more People have lived in Jericho for 12,000 years or more –– longer   longer  
than any other city on Earth than any other city on Earth –– and there’s still a city there today.   and there’s still a city there today.  
But what was life like for families back in Jericho’s earliest days?But what was life like for families back in Jericho’s earliest days?

By about 10,000 years ago, houses in Jericho By about 10,000 years ago, houses in Jericho 
were built using sun-dried mud bricks. Most were built using sun-dried mud bricks. Most 

family life happened in the largest room in the family life happened in the largest room in the 
house, while smaller rooms might have been used house, while smaller rooms might have been used 
as bedrooms or for storage. People spun and wove as bedrooms or for storage. People spun and wove 

cloth to make clothes and they used stone tools cloth to make clothes and they used stone tools 
to harvest crops and kill animals. Living in a to harvest crops and kill animals. Living in a 

city meant that gradually different people could city meant that gradually different people could 
specialise in different jobs, becoming farmers, specialise in different jobs, becoming farmers, 

craftspeople, soldiers, priests or traders. craftspeople, soldiers, priests or traders. 

The early people of Jericho usually buried their dead The early people of Jericho usually buried their dead 
(sometimes even under the floors of their houses). (sometimes even under the floors of their houses). 

In some cases the skulls were kept separately. Some In some cases the skulls were kept separately. Some 
skulls were covered in plaster to make life-like faces, skulls were covered in plaster to make life-like faces, 

using shells to represent the eyes. It’s possible they using shells to represent the eyes. It’s possible they 
were kept on display as a way of remembering what  were kept on display as a way of remembering what  

a family member had looked like after they were gone. a family member had looked like after they were gone. 

During the first few thousand years of Jericho’s existence, there During the first few thousand years of Jericho’s existence, there 
was no written language. There were no schools and no teachers. was no written language. There were no schools and no teachers. 

Children learned everything from the people they lived with.  Children learned everything from the people they lived with.  
It seems that some babies had their heads tightly wrapped up in It seems that some babies had their heads tightly wrapped up in 

order to change the shape of their head as they grew up. We know order to change the shape of their head as they grew up. We know 
this from several of the skulls found but we don’t know exactly this from several of the skulls found but we don’t know exactly 
why they did it. Perhaps they thought it made them look good!why they did it. Perhaps they thought it made them look good!

The people of Jericho built huge stone walls around  The people of Jericho built huge stone walls around  
the city and a lookout tower (at least 6,000 years before the the city and a lookout tower (at least 6,000 years before the 

pyramids of ancient Egypt were built) to keep themselves pyramids of ancient Egypt were built) to keep themselves 
safe. The walls were rebuilt many times because of attacks, safe. The walls were rebuilt many times because of attacks, 
falling into disrepair and at least once due to an earthquake.falling into disrepair and at least once due to an earthquake.

The first people The first people 
settle in Jericho.settle in Jericho.

People are building sun-dried People are building sun-dried 
mud brick houses and making mud brick houses and making 

plastered skulls. plastered skulls. 

Two walls surround Two walls surround 
the city.the city.

Jericho is destroyed Jericho is destroyed 
by an earthquake.by an earthquake.

Jericho is part Jericho is part 
of the Islamic of the Islamic 

Empire.Empire.

Ancient Jericho Ancient Jericho 
gets less and less gets less and less 

significant.significant.

The modern city of The modern city of 
Jericho stands about  Jericho stands about  
two kilometres away  two kilometres away  
from the ancient city, from the ancient city, 

in the state of Palestine.in the state of Palestine.

The Assyrians are The Assyrians are 
in charge of Jericho, in charge of Jericho, 

followed by the Persians followed by the Persians 
and the Romans.and the Romans.

Number of  Number of  
times the walls  times the walls  
of Jericho  of Jericho  
were rebuilt:were rebuilt:

Population of Population of 
ancient Jericho ancient Jericho 
in 8500 BCE:in 8500 BCE:

In 
NuMbers

Life in

The Bronze Age: The Bronze Age: 
chariot-riding chariot-riding 

Canaanites arrive Canaanites arrive 
and settle in the city.and settle in the city.

Time since people first lived in Jericho: Time since people first lived in Jericho: Population of Jericho today:Population of Jericho today:
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Founded as the new capital when Upper and Lower Egypt Founded as the new capital when Upper and Lower Egypt 
became one, Memphis remained the largest and most became one, Memphis remained the largest and most 

important city in Egypt for 3,000 years. Originally known important city in Egypt for 3,000 years. Originally known 
as as Inbu-HedjInbu-Hedj or ‘White Walls’, because its painted mud brick  or ‘White Walls’, because its painted mud brick 
palace shone brightly across the desert, Memphis was a city palace shone brightly across the desert, Memphis was a city 
of workshops and warehouses and was said to be under the of workshops and warehouses and was said to be under the 

protection of the god Ptah, the patron of craftsmen. protection of the god Ptah, the patron of craftsmen. 

The largest and the most important temple in The largest and the most important temple in 
the city. Located in the city centre, this temple the city. Located in the city centre, this temple 

enjoyed royal patronage from Ramesses II, enjoyed royal patronage from Ramesses II, 
later known as ‘Ramesses the Great’.    later known as ‘Ramesses the Great’.    

These high stone walls protected the temple, which These high stone walls protected the temple, which 
could be accessed through five enormous gates.could be accessed through five enormous gates.

A huge 14-metre-A huge 14-metre-
high statue high statue 

carved from  carved from  
a single block  a single block  

of granite.of granite.

A small temple dedicated A small temple dedicated 
to Ramesses II. It included to Ramesses II. It included 

a large pil lared hall, a large pil lared hall, 
a tower and an open a tower and an open 

courtyard for rituals.  courtyard for rituals.  

A stone temple A stone temple 
alongside a large alongside a large 

ceremonial palace.ceremonial palace.

Dedicated to the worship of the Dedicated to the worship of the 
Apis bull, believed to be the living form Apis bull, believed to be the living form 

of the god Ptah. Inside, a ceremonial bull of the god Ptah. Inside, a ceremonial bull 
was cared for by priests. After death, it was was cared for by priests. After death, it was 

mummified and a new bull was chosen.mummified and a new bull was chosen.

Designed for transport Designed for transport 
and protection, this and protection, this 

network of waterways network of waterways 
also provided wateralso provided water

to grow crops.to grow crops.

Out in the barren Out in the barren 
desert were desert were 
gold mines.gold mines.

The Nile is the The Nile is the 
second longest second longest 

river in the world.  river in the world.  

Trading ships were Trading ships were 
built of wood. They built of wood. They 
were propelled by were propelled by 

both sail and oars.  both sail and oars.  

This vast burial ground This vast burial ground 
housed many tombs, housed many tombs, 

temples and pyramids. temples and pyramids. 
NecropolisNecropolis means   means  
‘city of the dead’.‘city of the dead’.

Built around 2650 BCE to the Built around 2650 BCE to the 
northwest of Memphis, this was  northwest of Memphis, this was  
the burial place of the pharaoh.the burial place of the pharaoh.

The three largest pyramids in 
Egypt are near Giza, 20 kilometres 

north of Memphis. They were 
built around 2500 BCE and took 
thousands of workers decades to 

build. The largest, called the Great 
Pyramid, was built from over two 

million stone blocks. All three 
pyramids were finished in bright 
white limestone and had a golden 

cap at their summit. Standing guard 
was the famous Sphinx, a huge statue 

carved out of stone to look like the 
head of a human on the body of a lion.
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For thousands of years, Memphis was the largest and most important For thousands of years, Memphis was the largest and most important 
city in Egypt. But, rather strangely, during its long history the city city in Egypt. But, rather strangely, during its long history the city 

actually moved location! Parts of the city were abandoned, and new actually moved location! Parts of the city were abandoned, and new 
areas built as the mighty River Nile changed its course and gradually areas built as the mighty River Nile changed its course and gradually 
drifted eastwards. The city of Memphis no longer exists today. Much drifted eastwards. The city of Memphis no longer exists today. Much 
of its remains lie hidden beneath several small modern villages that of its remains lie hidden beneath several small modern villages that 

have sprung up where the mighty trading city once stood. have sprung up where the mighty trading city once stood. 

The family was the most important part The family was the most important part 
of ancient Egyptian society, and most boys of ancient Egyptian society, and most boys 
were married by 18 and girls by around 14 were married by 18 and girls by around 14 

years of age. Unlike many other societies at years of age. Unlike many other societies at 
the time, men and women had almost equal the time, men and women had almost equal 
status, and it is thought that some girls, as status, and it is thought that some girls, as 

well as boys, might have been taught to read well as boys, might have been taught to read 
hieroglyphs, the pictorial symbols that make hieroglyphs, the pictorial symbols that make 

up the written ancient Egyptian language.up the written ancient Egyptian language.

The pharaoh was the absolute ruler The pharaoh was the absolute ruler 
of Egypt, and he (or, very rarely, she) of Egypt, and he (or, very rarely, she) 
set the laws, collected taxes, owned set the laws, collected taxes, owned 
all of the land, and was responsible all of the land, and was responsible 

for keeping the people safe from war for keeping the people safe from war 
and invaders. Pharaohs were seen as and invaders. Pharaohs were seen as 

god-like beings, and often married god-like beings, and often married 
their siblings or half-siblings to keep their siblings or half-siblings to keep 
the bloodline ‘pure’. Pharaohs often the bloodline ‘pure’. Pharaohs often 

had many children, with Ramesses II had many children, with Ramesses II 
recorded as having 156 children! recorded as having 156 children! 

In 
NuMbers

Population of Memphis Population of Memphis 
around 1200 BCE:around 1200 BCE:

Length of time Length of time 
Memphis existed:Memphis existed:

Population of Population of 
Memphis today:Memphis today:

Number of pharaohs Number of pharaohs 
who ruled Egypt: who ruled Egypt: 

Egyptians believed that by preserving the Egyptians believed that by preserving the 
body of someone who had died, they could body of someone who had died, they could 
ensure that person’s soul would live on in ensure that person’s soul would live on in 

the afterlife. They did this through a process the afterlife. They did this through a process 
called mummification, in which the person’s called mummification, in which the person’s 
internal organs (apart from the heart) were internal organs (apart from the heart) were 

removed. The body was coated with salt removed. The body was coated with salt 
and left to dry for 40 days before it was and left to dry for 40 days before it was 

stuffed and wrapped in bandages. stuffed and wrapped in bandages. 

The Egyptians believed in over 2,000 gods The Egyptians believed in over 2,000 gods 
and goddesses, many of which were shown as and goddesses, many of which were shown as 

half-human, half-animal beings. The most half-human, half-animal beings. The most 
important god was the sun god, Ra. important god was the sun god, Ra. 

Along with the rest of Egypt, Memphis depended on the River Nile Along with the rest of Egypt, Memphis depended on the River Nile 
for fresh water for people to drink, as well as water for growing for fresh water for people to drink, as well as water for growing 
crops. The river flooded every July, leaving behind it very rich, crops. The river flooded every July, leaving behind it very rich, 
fertile farming land. The Nile was also used as an easy way of fertile farming land. The Nile was also used as an easy way of 
transporting people and goods, although you had to watch out  transporting people and goods, although you had to watch out  

for aggressive hippos and hungry crocodiles. for aggressive hippos and hungry crocodiles. 

Egyptians swapped their goods for what they wanted  Egyptians swapped their goods for what they wanted  
from other traders. Merchants from Memphis traded from other traders. Merchants from Memphis traded 

with many other countries in the Middle East to the east with many other countries in the Middle East to the east 
and in Africa to the south, as well as sailing across the and in Africa to the south, as well as sailing across the 

Mediterranean Sea. Memphis was one of the richest cities in Mediterranean Sea. Memphis was one of the richest cities in 
the ancient world, partly because of the gold mines located in the ancient world, partly because of the gold mines located in 

the desert to the east that kept wealth flowing into the city.the desert to the east that kept wealth flowing into the city.

Egyptians believed that every dusk, Ra was Egyptians believed that every dusk, Ra was 
swallowed by the sky goddess, Nut, as it went swallowed by the sky goddess, Nut, as it went 

dark. Ra spent the night travelling through the dark. Ra spent the night travelling through the 
underworld so he could be reborn at dawn. Each underworld so he could be reborn at dawn. Each 
Egyptian home had its own little shrine to the Egyptian home had its own little shrine to the 

gods, where the family would worship daily. gods, where the family would worship daily. 
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